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This product is a thorough revision and expansion of the en- 
countersystemforT\Hllight:2000. Beyondthat,italsoincludesthe 
second edition combat system for the game. This system is the 
result of considerable thought, research, and customer feedback. 
and was not undertaken lightly. 

The section on combat rules contains extensive commentaty 
designed to explain our thinking behind the changes and make 
them easier to understand. We hope you will feel, as we do, that 
theinconvenienceof change is morethanoffset by asystem which 
is both more realisticand easierto use than the first edition combat 
system. 

GAME COMPONENTS 
The following components are included in this game: 

1 48-page rules book. 
2 large tactical maps. 
4 11\17" cardstock adventure folders. 
6 8'12"xll" adventure cards. 
2 sheets of game markersfor use with the large tactical maps. 

Several components in thegame require some preparation prior 
to play. The center sheets of the rules book are separate charts 
intended to replace the referee charts in your current edition of 
Twlllght: 2000. Carefully pty up the staples in the book, remove 
these sheets, and bend the staples back. In addition, the two 
sheets of printed markers will need to be cut out along the solid 
black lines prior to use. 

THE GRID SYSTEM 
The maps included in Wlllght Encountersare all provided wlth 

asquaregridtocontrol movement and measurementoffiring rang- 
es. Two different scales of grids are used-one for outdoor en- 
countersand onefor buildings andotherinteriors.Theoutdoorgrid 
uses squares representing eight meters from side to side. The il- 
lustration below shows an American-style. 100yard football field 
with an outdoor grid system superimposed on it. 
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The offensive team is lined up for a play with the ball on its own 
40-yard line. This example should provide you with agood feeling 
forthe actual areacovered by oneof the eight-metergrid squares. 
Obviously, men can easily conduct activity in such a square with- 
out interfering with each other. 

Interiors generally require more detailed coverage and, in any 
event, cover much smaller areas. As a result, we use a two-meter 
grid for these. This grid can also be used for outdoor encounters 
which take place at close quarters, such as in an alleyway or a 
smallclearing in the wwds.Thesameoffensive lineshownon the 
eight-meter grid above is shown again on a two-meter grid below. 
Note that three large eight-meter grid squares are reproduced and 
broken intotheircomponent two-metersquares. In this case, each 
man occupies asinglesquare.ARhough it is possibleformore than 
one man to stand in a two-meter area, it is difficult for both to 
conduct any sort of activity without interfering with one another. 

These grid sizes have been chosen to make them as easy as 
possible to use with the movement rates and ranges in lkll lght: 
2000. For example. when usingthe interiortwo-metergrid, achar- 
acter can crawl one grid square, walk four, trot eight, and run 15 
squares per action. When using the outdoor grid, the same char- 
acter could walk one, trot two, and run four squares per action. It 
would take him four actions worth of crawling to move one square. 

It ispossibleto move andfirediagonallythroughasquareaswell 
as orthogonally (straight up and down or side to side), but the 
diagonal distance is greater. Count a square as being 50 percent 
longer diagonally than orthogonally (that is, it counts as three 
meters of range or movement to cross a two-meter square 
diagonally, and 12 meters of movement or range to cross an eight- 
meter square diagonally). 

SECOND EDITION COMBAT RULES 
In the six years since the original publication of Tklllght: 2000. 

we have received a massive volume of comments and feedback 
on various parts of the game. Not surprisingly, considering the 
nature of Wlllght, much of this has concentrated on the combat 
system. 

As r result, we have undertaken to produce acompiete revision 
to the combat system. The rules and charts contained in this 
package include that revision, as well as providing updated statistics 
for all weapons and vehicles in the basicgame. Additional ratings 
for vehicles and weapons provided in other products will be forth- 
coming soon. 

In outlining what has been changed. it might be easier to delin- 
eate what remains unchanged at this time. The following rule sec- 
tions are still in form from the original edition Wlllght Play Manual 
and Referee's Manual: 

Melee Combat. 
Body Combat. 
Thrown Weapons. 
Recovery (and Post-Battle Damag~ 
Animals in Combat. 
Bail-Out (but uses new panic roil rt 
Charges (but uses new panic roil n 
Movement. 
Chemical Rounds. 
Indirect Fire. 

In revisingcombatwe havedeliberately refrainedfrom tampering 
with the character generation rules or the mix of vehicles and 
equipment provided in the basicgame.Those, along with a num- 
ber of other important additi system, will wait until the 
complete Wllight: 2000 sec n. 

uies). 

USING THIS PRODUCT 
Wlllght Encounters is designed to put a number of pre- 

generated adventures in your hands for immediate use, as well as 
provide you with greatly increased means to resolve all the en- 
counters in the game. 

Encounter Cards: Ten pregenerated  advent^ ters 
are provided in the game, including four folios ant ture 
cards. Each of them contains the following inform,.,,,,. 

6ackground:This section provides you with ways to get your 
player characters Into the enrnunter. Since different campaigns 
are set in different locales, we have tried to make the lead-in to the 
encounter as adaptable as possible. You should not feel bound by 
these ba&gmunds, however, and a lead-in better suited to your 
own campaign occurs to you, use that instead. 

Approach: How do the characters arrive in the area of the 
enmunter?Whatdothey seewhenthey getthere?Whatobstacles 
or hazards do they have to overcome. These are questions you 
need to know the answers to in order to referee the adventure, and 
we've tried to anticipate these questions in this section. 

The Map:Acolor map of the encounter area is provided. Actual 
playing areas have either the eight-meter tactical grid or the two- 
meter interior grid superimposed. Some maps have portions in 
each scale, while some also have illustrative material to help you 
understand the layout of the buildings and terrain. 

Map Descripti0n:This is an elaborate map key, with an area-by- 
area description of what the referee and players need to know 
abouttheenwunterarea.Thismay includeroomcontents, building 
descriptions, or NPC locations, for example. The map key consti- 
tutes the bulk of the text, in most cases. 

NPCs:Thislastsection describes the NPCallies and adversaries 
the players will have to interact with to succeed. This also covers 
their weapons, skills, attitudes, and likely actions during the en- 
counter. 

Random Encounters:The expanded encountersystem included 
in the rules booklet should greatly increase the depth and diversity 
of random encounters in the game. The revised combat rules, in 
conjunction with the new large tactical maps and playing markers, 
will make resolution of the combat part of encounters easier as 
well. Most encounters can be resolved on one tactical map, but 
they are designed so that they can be mated in several different 
combinations for a really large playing surface. 
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Much ofthe excitement players experience asthey travel across 
the landscapeof lkll lght: 2000 isdue tothe thrillof the unknown. 
That feeling of anticipation mixed with dread is heightened by a 
good mix of encounters. The encounters in a game have to be 
carefully balanced. If nothing but random encountersaregenerated 
from tables, the countryside will eventually take on a rather re- 
petitive, mathematical feel. On the other hand, requiring the ref- 
eree to makeupevery encounterwill soon overtax his imagination. 
What we have tried to do with this encounter system is to chart a 
middle course. We provide a considerable number of tables that 
cover a wide variety of environments and situations. They are 
intendedto becompleteaspresented and thus requirenoadditional 
input on the part of the referee. However, the referee is strongly 
encouraged to use these tables as a starting point, not afinished 
product. Encounter descriptions follow below. Encounter charts 
begin on page 20. 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS 
As the characters travel, they will encounter avariety of people, 

animals, settlements, and other features of the land. While many 
of these encounters will be mandated by the referee (pursuers 
overtaking the adventurers, a partisan band the referee wishes 
them to meet, a town or city printed on the map which they travel 
to), many others will be random encounters. A random encounter 
isonegenerated using die rolls andthe encountertables presented 
with the game. 

Frequency of Encounters:The referee should rollonce on the 
encounter table forevery four-hour period in which the characters 
travel and once for every day in which they do not. If the group is 
not moving but breaks up into hunting parties, foraging parties, 
scrounging parties, etc.. the referee rolls once per period per party 
for an encounter. In addition, he will roll once per day for an 
enmunter at the party's camp. 

Territory: Encounters may take place in avariety of territories. 
These are discussed on page 8. The referee may either roll forthe 
territory type or may have already determined it prior to the 
adventure session. Some territories have a die roll modifier which 
is added to or subtracted from the roll on the encounter table. 

Types of Encounters: The Encounter Table (page 20) lists a 
variety of environments (road, wood, swamp, etc.), each of which 
has a variety of outcomes based on the 1 D6 roll. Note that some 
territories provide a modification to the encounter roll which 
changes the frequency and type of encounters. These outcomes 
are groups, animals, items, and no enmunter. If no encounter is 
rolled, there is no encounterthis perlod. If any other result is rolled. 
roll again on the appropriate table. 

Group and item encounters each have a separate table (page 
20) showing the various terrkories across the top and specific 
encounters down the side. Find the column corresponding to the 
territory in whichthe players are travelling, roll 1 D l  0, and locatethe 
row of the number rolled. By tracing the row to the left side of the 
chart you can determine the exact encounter type. 

Animal encounters have a separate chart (page 21) which has 
the terrain along the top and the result of ID6 roll on the left. Roll 
the die and read the result from the table. 

Rangeof Encounter:The rangeof theencounterdescribes the 
distance between the players and what they have encountered 
when they first become aware of it. The rangedepends on the type 
of terrain in which it takes place. The referee rolls ID10 and 

consults the Encounter Range Table (page 21). The die roll is 
multiplied by the value listed on the table to determine the range. 
in meters, at which one or both groups may see the other. The die 
roll, in general, is an easy way to determine how open the terrain 
is in that particular area. For example, if the referee rolled a 5 on 
an open terrain encounter, this is an encounter range of 1500 
meters-4he localterrain wassuch that the first opprtun'tyforthe 
two groups to see each other occurs at adistance of 1500 meters. 

Spottlng and Surprise: When agroupof characters encounters 
a group of NPCs, each group has a chance of sponing the other 
(AVG:RCN). Spotting a group moving in vehicles is EST: RCN. 
Spotting astationary and camouflaged group is DIF: RCN.The roll 
is madeonly once pergroup, using the highest RCN in the group. 
The skill level used is reduced by one for each character in the 
group and by five for each vehicle in the group. It is increased by 
a like amount for numbers of characters and vehicles in the group 
encountered. However, the RCN skill used may never be more 
than halved or doubled by these modifications. 

If neither group spots the other, the referee notes which group 
cameclosest to doing =.Thatgroup will spottheother, but not until 
someadditlonaltime haspassed.The referee rolls 1 D10,the result 
being the number of combat turns that pass before the spot is 
made. When the spot does take place, the rangeof the encounter 
has been reduced bythedistance travelled bythetwogroupssince 
the original spotting opportunity. 

If thetwogroupsclosetothe minimum possible encounter range 
(the base range multiplier shown on the Encounter Range Table 
on page 21 : 10 meters in woods. 30 meters in swamp, 100 meters 
in hills, etc.), then both groups automatically spot each other. 

If both groups spot each other at the same time, bothgroups are 
surprised (and both roll for panic). If one group spots the other 
without being spotted in return, that group is not surprised. Once 
a group has spotted the other group and has not been spotted in 
return, it may either wait (allowing the other group to approach 
closer), attempt to evade (move away from the spotted group), or 
attad(. 

If the group attacks, the othergroup is surprised. This counts as 
an ambush (see the combat rules on page 32). 

If thegroup waits, theothergroupcontinues to haveoneoppr- 
tunity per combat round to spot. If it suoceeds before being at- 
tacked, it is not surprised. 

Ifthegroupattemptstoevade,theothergrouphasoneopportun'~ 
to spot each combat turn until the referee decides the group has 
moved far enough away from the other group to be safe. This 
distance will vary, but will usually involve moving beyond the 
original encounter range rolled. Thus, if an encounter range is 
1500 meters. once a group moves to a safe distance of greater 
than 1500 meters wlhout having beendetected it hassuccessfully 
evaded contact. 

EXPANDEDENCOUNTERS 
How does the referee expand upon these tables? The three 

main ways are altered encounters, mandated encounters, and 
unusual emunters. 

Altered Encounters: Altered encounters are modifications of 
thoseshown on the table. Perhaps thecharacterslet slipthat they 
were carrying a large and valuable cargo of antibiotics at the last 
village, sowhenthey encounterabandof marauders,themarauders 
are actively looking forthem and perhaps have laid an ambush. Or 
maybe the local warlord is out on a hunting expedition. You might 
roll encounters normally, but if hunters were encountered, they 
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